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Openttd signals in tunnels



Introduction From the beginning that you start building networks in OpenTTD you will need different routes crossing each other. When you just start it will be done by just simple level crossings which are not very effective (except when using YAPP/PBS), you will later start using bridges and
tunnels to do it so that different routes don't affect each other. Because bridges and tunnels do not allow signals on/where you will soon notice that you are getting slowed down on them, the common solution is to use two bridges or tunnels for the same line and have an integrated capacity
to compensate for the lack of signals. Unfortunately there are right ways to do it and wrong ways to do it. Underneath I'll discuss it and explain what you need or shouldn't do. The rest of the article I'll be talking about only double bridges, but that all applies to tunnels that double too much as
there's no difference between them. How to double a double bridge should always be as short as possible so that the signal gap is as small as possible and the least amount of disruption to trains is caused. That's why you should also keep your split and join as close to the bridges as
possible. This means that just before and after your bridges you have one straight piece of track for your signals and before/after that you have split or join. Each additional route is considered towards the signal gap and therefore undesirable. Waiting fuses in front of the double bridges are
not in use and should be avoided. The double bridge is a special case of the normal route and should be viewed as a normal route rather than a traffic balance. I know it sounds counterintuitive but that's what it is and when you look at history (see the introduction) you'll see why. If you need
to cross two lines one by one it is important to note that your double bridges should not affect trains regarding corner lengths. I do not join and reassess rails when the distance of the join/split is shorter than the length of the train + 2. If you consider the first screenshot below then it would
technically be ok to use it with a TL3 or shorter but I personally prefer to do it only for the TL1 because the train fits between the advance mark and the signal which marks the end of the double bridges. For TL5 do not do this because it is slow for one of the paths. Which length you prefer
depends on you but if the distance between the split combination is more than the length of the train + 2 then you should always join in the middle! If it doesn't then you don't have to rejoin and keep two different tracks side by side, note that you should view these lines as bridges with
signals and it is best not to make any other splits or combinations on them. This is shown in the second screenshot below (note that this is a special case as no proper join split can be added here). The pathfinder road since the advent of YAPF (another pathfinder) we've had the automatic
balance. It Trains over two or more tracks depending on the state of the first 10 signals on these tracks. It is very useful for double bridges as the occupied bridge has a higher penalty and is less likely to be chosen. Naturally it is the simplest and easiest solution, it has a great disadvantage
though. Trains can enter the split while both bridges are occupied and therefore wait longer than necessary. Normal traffic is not a big problem, but in places where traffic is expected to stop, in a merger for example, or during a gridlock it can become a big problem. This is why it is better
never to use this type of bridge doubling. The presignal/PBS way this type of doubling comes naturally if you want to solve the problem with the latter: use before signals or PBS to stop trains from entering a splitter when they don't need to. The preferred method here is that bridges are
multiplied before the signal as the PBS method can lead to pathfinder problems in very special cases. The main reason not to use PBS is because pre-signals are more controlled and the general use of PBS is discouraged. The only reason why you should ever use PBS is when there is too
little room to place all the signals in advance. When using prepaid signals you should always make sure you are using one-way signals as they work just as well as two-way signals (the reason there is a difference is outside the range of this message). You should never have a signal
between the exit signal and the bridge when it breaks all the work of the early signals and the bridges can break erribly. It doesn't even have to be done if you want to wait times: double bridges are designed to keep trains running and if you're designing something that's supposed to be a
nod to trains stopped then there's something fundamentally flawed in your double bridges. In the most ideal mode, see the screenshot on the right. Double and split bridges although this is not entirely untrue it is not recommended to do a permanent split in the same place as the split for the
double bridges. The main reason for this is because it leads to a signaling nightmare: should you put signals in advance just for the bridges? But then you block the branch line when both bridges are populated as the trains stop before the split. Should you use regulars? This leads to the
same problem as described earlier and is not ideal. The only real solution is to use PBS and rely on it too, but in general the use of PBS is discouraged. Another reason is that double bridges are a special case of normal track and you have to see it as a normal route in most situations,
except when you mix it with other things like splits and mergers. It doesn't have to be done! It can lead to lots of different problems and it brings general ugliness to the game. Double bridges and priorities Sometimes you have to be a priority while there are also double bridges on the same
line, this leads to a vital problem: how do you prioritize what they actually are Dividing lines? A solution opens up to that and it's pretty simple once you realize it. What happens is you use PBS to split traffic on the bridges, it has the advantage that to block signals (and therefore pre-signals)
both bridges will be considered the same block which is ideal for prios. What happens next is that you make one of the signals at the end of a two-way exit or an integrated signal (A pictured), that allows prio over the bridges. Due to the nature of YAPF and our configuration you must change
the second letter into two ways too (B pictured). If you don't do this then it can lead to trains stopping at the PBS signal as sometimes a PBS signal can't find a way across the bridges. The situation in the image is the most compact and ideal way to integrate prios and bridges. There may be
different ways to integrate them but this is a very simple one. Dual bridges and synchronization keeping the network flowing under high load is the main aspect of #openttdcoop. Due to a basic 'flaw' on OpenTTD trains it takes longer to cross a diagonal route than a straight track. This has a
great impact on double bridges as explained in this blog. You barely notice the impact of this however, the only time you have to pay attention is when they are densily packed on the main lines. This happens mainly when SML is involved or when the trains have very high acceleration. In all
other cases it is still important to keep synchronizing but not essential for construction. I'd wood keep bridges in sync unless you have to move tracks around too much to keep corner lengths right. There's nothing more annoying than having to redesign the hub just because you're trying to
stick to something that's not going to affect traffic. Forum for technical discussions on development. If you have a general offer, problem or comment, please use one of the other forums. Moderator: OpenTTD Developer HackaLittleBit Messaging Manager: 550 Joined: 10 Dec 2008 16:08
Location: Tile 0x0000 Post by HackaLittleBit » 02 Jan 2009 23:44 Visit my Wiki page for information HackaLittleBit for a fancy version to see a patch of special chill thanks to Begaslu for giving chunks of code placing a letter. Repair of signal repair tunnel bridge. Now we have work signals
on binges. You can still load an old game with old signal correction, but you need to change the signals on your wormholes. Other games shouldn't be a problem. The purity of the game is when you remove all the wormholes with signals. Light or semaphore signals vary depending on
construction signals before... in advanced settings. You have block signals before and after the bridges and tunnels. You can adjust the spacing between signals in advanced settings. If more than 16 signals are used in visual function, bridge signals do not work correctly. Stop and Start
However, trains are not affected. Attachments signaltunnel_V3.02_r24031.patch (34.62 KiB) downloaded 2825 times last edited by HackaLittleBit on 16 March 2012 17:04, edited 94 times in total. Chunnel , Distance between Ships , Game with Altitude Maps , Tunnel Signals , Air Waypoint ,
Everest , Tunnel End Torben DH Transport Coordinator Messages: 291 Joined: 31 Dec 2004 09:09 Location: Denmark Post by Torben DH » 03 Jan 2009 00:04 Is 2 tunnel entrances/exits on the same screen shooting? And someone plase compilation for windows so we can start checking
TDH Turban DH Transport Adapter Messages: 291 Joined: 31 Dec 2004 09:09 Location: Denmark Post by Torben DH » 03 Jan 2009 00:29 Looks brilliant in my opinion Why shouldn't you be able to publish it? TDH Sacro Tycoon Posts: 1142 Joined: 18 Jun 2005 21:08 Location: Here
Contact: Contact Sacro Post by Sacro » 03 Jan 2009 03:50 Torben Pao Reporter:Looks brilliant in my opinion why shouldn't you be able to post this? Because it can't track GPL (must include license file) we de-host the best site through the Torben DH transport messaging site: 291 Joined:
31 Dec 2004 09:09 Location: Denmark Post by Torben DH » 03 Jan 2009 11:07 also can't get it to work this is what happens when I start an open attachments error. PNG (5.49 KiB) Viewed 61508 times TDH Dimme Transport Adapter Posts: 277 Joined: 30 Jul 2008 12:42 Location:
Trondheim, Norway Post by Dimme » 03 Jan 2009 17:13 Hi, I especially like the possibility to build underwater tunnels Is it possible to make a repair where the underwater tunnel is automatically built if the tunnel exit is a beach (ie if the entrance is level 0, and no exit is possible, then it will
look for the first possible exit on the next beach). So there will be no need to use ctrl-button, and unreal tunnels between the mountains will be impossible. IMO, this type of underwater tunnel is more realistic than previous attempts to reach several levels below sea, as in the RL, the
entrances to these tunnels are usually at the maritime level or above sea level. Such a repair may also reach the trunk, as it can be much shorter, since all things a character can be omitted. Allowing trains to pass each other inside a tunnel, is a bit of an unrealistic IMO, so I wouldn't play
with that option. Finally, I have some other thoughts on such tunnels: if underwater tunnels are made, then how do you decide whether to build a tunnel or a bridge? Obviously, it depends on the depth, and geological conditions, that are not part of the OTTD world. Is it possible to simulate
that the underwater tunnel drops several levels, and then again, in the calculation of how long the train/rv uses to pass? Where I come from, we have some underwater road tunnels. These drop to 200-300 metres below the surface, dropping by 8%, which really causes loaded trucks to slow
down on their way up. Theoretical depth could perhaps be calculated based on View. You can often guess the view under the sea from the nods of the beach. (But of course, some underwater levels would be best.) Happy New Year Dima try my modular airports minigame! HackaLittleBit
Messaging Manager: 550 Joined: 10 Dec 2008 16:08 Location: Tile 0x0000 Post by HackaLittleBit » 03 Jan 2009 18:15 I agree that an invisible tunnel between mountains is unrealistic. But the idea is based on the habit of model trains letting trains pop up in unexpected places. By the way
that part of the hack still has some bugs. You can build a tunnel between the tunnel for example and get unexpected results. If a wormhole passes another Bridgend train, you'll hang up. I'm looking at it now and maybe it's a nice idea to let just go over water. The purpose of this post was to
get feedback and maybe get some help. The basic algorithm is functioning. Two things need to be improved: reversing the train and getting the train out of the tunnel with a track reservation. Thank you for your position and I'll keep in touch. Welcome HackaLittleBit Chunnel , Distance
between ships , Game with altitude maps , Tunnel signals , Waypoint Air , Everest , Tunnel End Expresso Tycoon Messages: 1759 Joined: 09 Aug 2004 00:14 Location: Gouda, Netherlands Post by Expresso » 04 Jan 2009 00:59 Isn't it better to make a tunnel there are signals in it by
allowing the player to build a signal at the entrance to the tunnel? Lordamwa President Posts: 898 Joined: 20 May 2006 19:30 Location: West Sussex, England Post by Lordmwa » 04 Jan 2009 12:14 This is a big step towards something that is really needed. Eventually I hope it will be
possible to have an underground view like a rollercoaster tycoon. This will make it possible to build signals, intersections and underground stations. My goal for the stations would be to have one tile above ground as an entrance. Also that an underground building would be very expensive
unless it was just a standard tunnel contingent Zenith Mantel posts: 697 Joined: 10 Jun 2003 00:19 Location: Australia Post by Zenith Conditional » 09 Jan 2009 02:25 What the poster above said. It is a bit of a pain to extract zip and then apply 3 patches to test this feature. You can please
release a single repair file (save the zip by any means if you want, just give us one repair file as any other repair does). If you're having trouble doing this, let go of which version control client you're using, and someone can give you instructions (or check the wiki development section, there
should be things in it). HackaLittleBit Messaging Manager: 550 Joined: 10 Dec 2008 16:08 Location: Tile 0x0000 Post by HackaLittleBit » 09 Jan 2009 10:01 OK I changed the patch to tunnelnel.patch am usin turtle. TurtleSVN 1.5.6, Build 14908 - 32 bits, 2008/12/20 11:51:04 Subversion
1.5.5, Apr 1.2.12 apr-utils 1.2.12 Berkeley db 4.4.20 Neon 0.28.3 OpenSSL 0.9.8i 15 Sep 2008 zlib 1.2.3 tried to combine TTo.sav game to perform test You can get this file when you download the currently citrus version. See the first download message this patch is still in development I
bussy trying to get it to work with route ordering. It will take a while after that I will try to make it more compatible with the overall game philosophy and make it more user-friendly. For now I would appreciate if you tell me about bugs, errors, coding style etc. The code for the CTRL feature
when building a tunnel still needs to be improved is provisorical. I think of Dimme's comment to allow this feature only underwater. Thanks for the answer. Welcome HackaLittleBit Chunnel , Distance between Ships , Game with Altitude Maps , Tunnel Signals , Waypoint Air , Everest , Tunnel
End Terkhen OpenTTD Message Key: 1034 Joined: 11 Sep 2008 07:32 Location: Spain Post by Terkhen » 11 Jan 2009 18:02 Repair format is better now, But you have to do it against the stem root folder, not against the src folder. I've been trying the patch for a while, and I think it's a
good first step, but I really think you should concentrate on just one thing: first get tunnels with signals working perfectly, then you can try underground tunnels (which seem a lot more complicated to me). I think fixing the type of signals put in the tunnel by one at the entrance is the best
option. DJ Nekkid Tycoon Posts: 2141 Joined: 30 Nov 2006 20:33 Post by DJ Nekkid » 12 Jan 2009 09:29 or even worse, As in Norway: Drhallan Transport Attachments, 21st Mar 2000.png (45.38 KiB) Viewed 59400 times Member Benny Tycoon Posts: 2185 Joined: 25 Aug 2007 17:03
Location: ~ / Message by benny » 12 Jan 2009 09:35 Haha, I can identify it! But back to the subject: Shouldn't this patch be renamed tunnel launcher? I grouped this patch, but doesn't it look like this patch allows to make signals in the tunnels? Correct me if I'm wrong. Users browsing this
forum: No registered users and 5 guests
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